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Q1: "Hope doesn't change your life, habits do. Hope doesn't make you a better leader, the right habits will." What are

some important habits that you can put in place as a team? 

Q2: When you are training, you have to plan, you have a strategy and you come in with a game plan, but when you are

just trying you give up when it gets hard - you act according to your feelings. What game plans can you create for your

team and organization to avoid failure and moments of giving up?

Q3: We have to acknowledge the world is different right now. People are more skeptical and they are more skeptical

of churches. However, our mission is still the same and that is to share the Gospel. Therefore we need to show up

with purpose in every step. What areas in your organization could use some re-focus and new vision casting to

achieve your mission as "gospel-presenters"? 

Q4: It's so important as an organization to have a driving force to help propel you forward in your mission. Laying out

your spiritual expectations, your professional expectations, your cultural values and how you strategically implement

those is vital. Does your organization have a driving force? If not, what do you feel they should be? 

TEAM DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

"So I run with purpose with every step" - Apostle Paul. Most of us are running the old plays, hoping for the same

results. What could you maybe change, that would then help you to run with purpose in every step?  

ACTION STEPS
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